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Frederick William Dame 
(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 
JUST THINKING 

 
Number 66 

 
http://seriouslyforreal.com/funny/classy-people-of-walmart-newest-entries-33-pics/ 
 
JT:  They are all POLDS (Progressives, Obots, Liberals, Dumbed-downers, 
Socialists)! 

*** 
 
 
http://frontpagemag.com/2013/arnold-ahlert/a-scandal-bigger-than-benghazi/ 
 
 
JT:  Rumor has it that the White House says this is just another phony scandal and 
that Joe Biden is purely innocent. 

*** 
 
 

 
 

Source:  Facebook via http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2389550/Outcry-Missouri-state-fair-featured-rodeo-clown-
dressed-President-Obama-getting-run-bull.html 

 
JT:  Some visitors to the Missouri State Fair think this is racism.  I think it's the truth.  
Obama is a clown …  A DANGEROUS CLOWN!  Notice how he is supported by 
Valerie Jarrett!  Inside information has notified JT that she actually rides the broom, 
but that you can't see her in this image because she is so far into Obama where the 
sun doesn't shine that she is out of view. 

*** 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ih-GsIXgpNc#at=20   
 
JT:  Why are the driving automobiles anyway?  They should stick to camels and 
donkeys.  Mohammed condemns automobiles.  Allah told me so! 

*** 
 
 

 
 

Source:  https://sphotos-b-ord.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash4/1001247_202390389922925_1774201255_n.jpg 

 
JT: You can use it to lose weight.  It glues the lips together so you can't eat!  Michelle 
doesn't recommend it for either opening. 

*** 
 
The Obama Timeline reports that the State Department offers “a $10 million reward 
for information that helps authorities kill or capture Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.” The 
reward is prompted by a terrorist attack in Baghdad, Iraq—not an attack on 
Americans, but an attack on Muslim families celebrating the end of Ramadan. State 
Department spokesperson Jan Psaki states, “The terrorists who committed these 
acts are enemies of Islam and a shared enemy of the United States, Iraq, and the 
international community.” (Remarkably, the Obama administration has done next to 
nothing to bring to justice the perpetrators of the Benghazi attack that killed four 
Americans, but is eager to spend taxpayer dollars to obtain justice for Iraqi Muslims. 
At AtlasShrugs.com Pamela Geller writes, “This is one step beyond The Twilight 
Zone… it’s the O’Zone, just as poisonous and deadly.”) 
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2013/08/213032.htm  
http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2013/08/state-dept-offers-10-
million-reward-for-kill-or-capture-of-enemies-of-islam.html 

 
JT:  American Patriots are worth nothing to Obama, but an Islamic, Muslim 
terrorist is worth 15 million dollars! 

*** 
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Source:  https://fbcdn-sphotos-g-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/p480x480/1016345_172294796286850_998513457_n.jpg 

 
JT:  Elect him to Congress and then Speaker of the House! 

*** 
 
At http://www.wnd.com/2013/08/turn-off-mainstream-media-for-good/?cat_orig=diversions, we read 
in full: 

"This week’s column takes us surfin’ to some blogsites that over time, have become my 

favorites. I’ll start by reminding you that these bloggers’ bank accounts rarely see a steady 

paycheck for doing the unassailable journalistic work the corporate media abandoned long 

ago, although a few do post at online media sites that earn them pennies a click. 

Their veracity is never in doubt because they double/triple check their sources, issue citation 

links to original documents and conduct their own interviews. 

Example: From the day of the shooting and throughout the Trayvon Martin/George 

Zimmerman trial, The Conservative Treehouse team revealed the ugly underbelly of 

corruption and racially-motivated shenanigans associated with the media coverage and the 

trial. In no small measure, their investigative journalism led to a grand jury indictment against 

Florida State Attorney Angela Corey for “intentionally withholding photographic evidence of 

the injuries to George Zimmerman’s head in the warrant she allegedly rushed to issue under 

oath, in an effort to boost her reelection prospects.” 

With help from reader donations, Treehouse spent from their own pockets to travel to 

Sanford, Jacksonville and Miami to interview those involved, make long distance phone calls, 

and file Freedom of Information requests for documents that helped expose the game players 

in this racially-motivated courtroom drama. 

As recently as this past Sunday, Treehouse published yet another exclusive, this time 

exposing decision-makers at the Orlando Sentinel newspaper who deliberately slanted or 

played the Trayvon/Zimmerman coverage. The expose’ also showed that investigative 

journalism, with rare exception, is no longer practiced in the media marketplace. 

Gun bloggers 

When it comes to gun control and related Second Amendment concerns, three bloggers get 

my attention for their dogged persistence in revealing the truth about what the federal 
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government and their local acolytes are doing to wrest away our right to bear arms: Western 

Rifle Shooters Association and award-winning bloggers David Codrea and Mike 

Vanderbeogh of Sipsey Street Irregulars. The latter two broke the Fast & Furious scandal, 

exposing the light of day on allegations by whistleblowing ATF insiders. 

This trio of media bloggers also link to other intrepid, unpaid reporters who expose 

government gun grabbers’ constant attempts to render us defenseless against criminals, both 

elected and otherwise. 

Politics 

For insightful political commentary, the ascendancy of Bill Whittle who hosts a weekly video 

commentary titled “Afterburner” for PJTV.com, is remarkable to witness. He is among, if not 

the best. 

Increasingly sought by top conservative organizations to speak at their events, Whittle, a pilot, 

author, screenwriter, editor and director, points out in logical, rapid-fire bursts, the absurdities 

and fallacies of our political system and social problems. His video commentary about the 

Trayvon/Zimmerman case titled “The Lynching” attracted close to two million views, and his 

“Virtual President” vids are among his most popular. Watch this soft-spoken pilot kick in the 

“afterburners” and punch through the firewall. He’s going places. 

Snarky fun 

For sheer entertainment of a politically intellectual bent, here’s a partial list of my favorites: 

For sheer entertainment of a politically intellectual bent, here’s a partial list of my favorites: 

I Own The World – Readers’ comments are often funnier than the blog. Visual puns, quizzes 

and cutting edge contests drummed up by blog host and graphic illustrator “Big Fur Hat” and 

his sidekicks “Mr. Pinko,” “Irony Curtain” and “Cardigan” keep readers enthralled, engaged 

and entertained. Well, maybe not enthralled. … Caution: Frequent (but hilarious) adult 

content. 

Michelle’s Mirror – For pure snark, this award-winning blog takes a clever look at the First 

Lady from the perspective of her mirror. Featuring “Bo the Dog,” “Won the President and the 

Wee Wons,” “Michelle’s Organic Garden,” “The Boob Belt” and so much more, this is a 

must-read for Flotus “fans.” 

The People’s Cube – Satire of America as seen through the eyes of a former Soviet agitprop 

artist. Snark straight from the heart of Marx. Part-time workers, unite! 

The Powers That Be – Master of one-liners and guest writer at Michelle Malkin’s popular 

blogsite Doug Powers takes a comedy gold blowtorch to political newsmakers. 

In his latest commentary headlined “Obama Says Russia Better Get Some Gay Olympic 

Athletes if They Want a Good Team,” Powers writes, “Putin and Medvedev must spend at 

least a couple hours a day laughing at this guy. … If reality avoidance were an Olympic sport, 

Obama would take home the gold.” 
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Islamification 

About the wonderful world of jihad and its termite-like infestation into our government, 

society, judicial system and culture, Gates of Vienna, Atlas Shrugs and JihadWatch provide 

the most comprehensive view and reportage. These sites are consistently ahead of the curve, 

fumigating jihadist termite infestation by spreading truth about the “religion of peace” that has 

CAIR ululating and the mainstream media ignoring. 

Sites worthy of a bookmark 

The Gateway Pundit – Jim Hoft and his team typically have the news. First. 

Weasel Zippers – Scouring the bowels of the Internet so you don’t have to. 

Director Blue – Doug Ross, keeper of such things as The Complete Benghazi Timeline; The 

Complete IRS Scandal Timeline; Obama’s Complete List of Historic Firsts; and The Top 150 

Conservative Websites. 

The Other McCain – Fedora-wearing newsman R. Stacy McCain has his finger in every pot of 

ink. 

The Noisy Room – Owner TMH assembles the best of the blogosphere every day, including 

her own original commentary. Aptly named, The Noisy Room is a cacophony of video news 

clips, alert bells and clicking keyboards tapping it out 24/7. 

Trevor Loudon – The New Zealander with a heart full of concern for America is crossing the 

ocean and making waves about it. Big ones. 

Twitchy – Who said what on Twitter? Curating the snark, breaking news and trending topics 

on the popular social medium. Pop culture watchman on the wall. 

Memeorandum/Memorandum River – An excellent resource for current news headlines and 

blogs that comment about it. I use this as well as Drudge and Twitter to keep my finger on the 

up-to-the-minute pulse of current events. 

That’s enough of that 

Michael Daniel, special assistant to the president and the cybersecurity coordinator, tells us 

why it’s in our best interest to support the president’s plan for giving up our privacy. You can 

read it at Whitehouse.gov. 

But you might want to first watch this video by the folks at Funny or Die. It’ll, um … put you 

in the right frame of mind! 

JT:  The WND selections are excellent. Yet …  What?!?   Just Thinking wasn't 
mentioned??? 

*** 
 
 
http://muslimrapewave.wordpress.com/2013/08/04/is-ethnicity-relevent-to-the-
muslim-rapists/ 
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JT:  Rumor has it that Muslims differentiate this from "workplace violence".  They call 
it workplace fun in the name of Mohammed and Allah!  Allah hump!  Mohammed 
hump!  Allah hump!  Camels and sheep and donkeys are becoming lonely! 

*** 
 
 
Hillarious Clinton calls the new North Carolina law (that requires voters to show 
identification) one of the “greatest hits of voter suppression. …Unless the hole 
opened up by the Supreme Court’s ruling is fixed… citizens will be disenfranchised, 
victimized by the law instead of served by it, and that progress, that historical 
progress toward a more perfect union, will go backwards instead of forward.”  
(http://dailycaller.com/2013/08/12/nc-gov-signs-voter-id-law/; and 
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2013/08/12/hillary-clinton-jumps-back-into-political-
fray-with-speech-on-voting-rights/) 
 
JT:  Yup!  She's not different!  She's like hubby Cigar Billy, Obama, Holder, and all of 
the POLDS. 

*** 
 

 
http://americanglob.com/2013/08/13/cnn-youtube-video-was-not-the-reason-for-
benghazi-attack/  
 
JT:  And this is from CNN!  Wow, what a scoop! 

*** 
 
 
The latest Obama twitter is: “Gravity exists. The Earth is round. Climate change is 
happening.” 
 
JT:  I've got news for you BHOSO the Clown, gravity doesn't exist.  Gravity is more 
than just existence.  Gravity is a natural phenomenon governed by natural law that 
attracts physical bodies to each other.  The earth isn't round.  The earth is uneven 
because mass is distributed unevenly through the earth. The earth and climate 
change isn't happening.  The earth changes every second and climate change has 
been happening since the big bang! 

*** 
 
 
Obama’s former White House “body man” Reggie love says Obama played cards 
during the Osama bin Laden raid. Love: “Most people were like [sic] down in the 
Situation Room and [Obama] was like [sic], ‘I’m not going to be down there, I can’t 
watch this entire thing,’ We must have played 15 games of [the card game] spades.” 
(http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread964832/pg1) 
 
JT:  It wouldn't surprise me if he was playing cards during the Benghazi terrorist 
attack.  Check http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=spades for various 
meanings of spades and select your choice. 

*** 
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Source: http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/racistimagery3.jpg 
 
JT:  My name is Hillarious Clown Clinton and I want to be your next clown to portray 
a president. 

*** 
 
 
At http://www.israelhayom.com/site/newsletter_opinion.php?id=5365 we read that 
Major Nidal Malik Hasan who shot and killed 13 American soldiers and an unborn 
baby in the November 5, 2009 Foot Hood Massacre that was decided to be 
workplace violence and not a jihad terrorist attack wants to die as an Islamic martyr 
and go to Jannah, the Islamic paradise. 
 
JT:  I think that he should be sentenced to death and executed by a FIRING SQUAD 
OF FEMALE SOLDIERS.  According to the teachings of Islam that would negate his 
martyrdom and would send him to hell. 

*** 
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Nicolai Sennels at http://www.jewsnews.co.il/2013/08/15/danish-psychologist-
serious-consequences-of-muslim-inbreeding/ writes that Muslim inbreeding results in 
lower intelligence and impaired health. 
 
JT: In this case the more inbreeding the better!  Then place all of the idiots and those 
impaired with health problems on the Saudi Arabian Whabbite welfare dole, not on 
any western government dole. 

*** 
 
We read at http://www.vice.com/read/drilling-a-hole-in-your-head-for-a-higher-state-
of-consciousness that one can reach a higher state of consciousness through 
trepanation, drilling a hole in your head. 
 

 
 
Source:  http://www.vice.com/read/drilling-a-hole-in-your-head-for-a-higher-state-of-consciousness.  

 
JT:  JT has a whole lot of inside information (pun intended) that Barack and Michelle 
did this also.  The process didn't work with them, however.  Barack has only golf 
course holes in his wooden head and Michelle struck an XXXLLL cheeseburger in 
her cerebral junk food pile. 

*** 
 
 
JT has received an exclusive photo of Barack Hussein Obama's vacation spot.  He's 
not at Martha's Vinyard.  He's growing a Muslim Brotherhood beard and relaxing 
somewhere on the US-Mexican border. 

 
Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/borderfence.jpg. 

*** 
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Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/MJA-Al-Gore-Brown-tech.jpg 

 
JT:  This is proof that Al Gore is putting his mouth where his brains are. 

*** 
 
 

 
 
Source:  From Irony Curtain via http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/ArabSpringObama-Hillary1.jpg 

 
JT:  What media?  There are no media.  They are only lap dogs. 

*** 
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Source:  http://www.912communique.com/m/discussion?id=3397719%3ATopic%3A267542 

 
JT:  The document could be true and it could be false.  If it is true, it doesn't surprise 
me and it's a very good reason to stop US membership in the UN.  If it is false, then 
the UN will probably do everything it can to make it become true. 

*** 
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We read at http://therightscoop.com/nbc-news-businesses-unions-colleges-all-say-
employee-hours-being-cut-over-obamcare-but-wh-says-no-evidence/ that "NBC 
News contacted around 20 small businesses and other entities for this report and 
found that employee hours are being cut to 29 hours because of Obamacare, despite 
the delay of the employer mandate. But the White House, NBC News reports, says 
that there is no systematic evidence that this is because of Obamacare and 
dismisses the report as anecdotal." 
 
JT:  What difference does it make? 

*** 
 
 
We read at http://news.yahoo.com/insight-afghanistan-endgame-looms-deadly-edge-
india-pakistan-080401185.html that “Pakistan-based [Islamist] militants are preparing 
to take on India across the subcontinent once Western troops leave Afghanistan next 
year, several sources say, raising the risk of a dramatic spike in tensions between 
nuclear-armed rivals India and Pakistan. …Hafiz Sayeed, founder of the [militant 
group] LeT [Lashkar-e-Taiba], has left no doubt that India’s side of Kashmir will 
become a target, telling an Indian weekly recently: ‘Full-scale armed Jihad will begin 
soon in Kashmir after American forces withdraw from Afghanistan.’” 
 
JT:  This doesn't surprise me.  They will surely have Obama's backing.  It will be an 
attempt to make Hindukush become Hindu-Indiakush.  It is interesting to note that 

one meaning of Kush with the spelling Kosh kʰoʃ persisch  کش ) is an imperativ from 

koshtan [kʰoʃˈt̪ʰæn] (persisch  کشتن ), and means kill as well as expel, which is what 
Islam desires to do with non-believers, although killing them has priority. 
(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindukusch#Name) Therefore, the Pakistani Islamist 
militants, let's call them terrorists because Obama doesn't like the appellation, will be 
out to kill Hindus.  Now that is tolerance! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.thedailyrash.com/jesse-jackson-busted-looting-during-london-riots. 
 
JT:  Read it and laugh at the hypocrite.  They should have kept him in jail! 

*** 
 
 
Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline reports that "The Republican National 
Committee votes to prohibit NBC and CNN from sponsoring any 2016 Republican 
primary debates because of their plans to produce and air pro-Hillary Clinton movies. 
According to WashingtonTimes.com, 'NBC is scheduled to produce a fictionalized 
miniseries called ‘Hillary.’ Oscar-nominated actress Diane Lane is supposed to play 
Mrs. Clinton. The four-hour film is expected to cover the former first lady’s public life 
since 1998, the year consumed by President Bill Clinton’s affair with White House 
intern Monica Lewinsky and the resulting impeachment furor. CNN Films, meanwhile, 
plans to air a feature-length documentary on Mrs. Clinton.'"  
(http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/aug/16/gop-votes-bar-cnn-nbc-hosting-
primary-debates/)  
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JT:  Methinks the results will be Clinton propaganda at its best, including the lies that 
suddenly become truths.  It would be beneficial for the truth if the films include 
passages of Hillarious Clinton's swearing mouth.  Here are some examples: 
 

Hillary Clinton's Foul Mouth 

On 21 October 2012, I sent RightTruth a summarized article via Don Fredrick of The 

Obama Timeline concerning tidbits from Ronald Kessler’s IN THE PRESIDENT’S 

SECRET SERVICE, (2009) that I had read in 2011.  The link is 

http://righttruth.typepad.com/right_truth/2012/10/secret-service-thoughts-about-past-

presidents-and-first-ladies.html. There is a 2010 edition of the book and it appears 

that this edition has more information.  In the President's Secret Service: Behind the 

Scenes with Agents in the Line of Fire and the Presidents They Protect. 

 Paladin, one of RightTruth's American patriotic readers, wrote the following 

comment to the posting: 

"This was one good read"  I know a retired U.S. Park Police officer who 

was a motorman (motorcycle cop) for many years in DC.  He says 

when he used to go to the White House for a motorcade, the Clintons 

were always late and he said Hillary had a mouth on her like a drunken 

sailor.  She was known for yelling and cursing at poor Bubba whenever 

she saw fit.  

Didn't matter if there were people around or not.  He said she was a 

prime example of white trash and didn't know how a woman of her 

background ever made it in life, let alone into the White house." 

 – Posted by: PALADIN | October 21, 2012 at 08:53 PM  

 

Upon reading this comment – Thank You, Paladin – I thought that RightTruth readers 

would want to know more about Hillallahry (The spelling is intentional!) Clinton's foul-

mouth verbiage.  Therefore, I did some research and found the following Hillallahry 

Clinton o-so-sweet comments: 

 

- "Come on Bill, put your dick up!  You can't f**k her here!"  From the book 

Inside The White House by Ronald Kessler, p. 243. – Hillary to Gov. Clinton 

when she spotted him talking with an attractive female at an Arkansas political 

rally. 

- Where is the G-damn f**king flag?  I want the G-damn f**king flag up every 

f**king morning at f**king sunrise."  From the book Inside The White House by 

Ronald Kessler, p. 244. – Hillary to the staff at the Arkansas Governor's 

mansion on Labor Day, 1991. 
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- "You sold out, you mother f**ker!  You sold out!"  From the book Inside by 

Joseph Califano, p. 213. – Hillary yelling at Democrat lawyer.  

- "F**k off!  It's enough that I have to see you shit-kickers every day, I'm not 

going to talk to you too!  Just do your G*damn job and keep your mouth shut."  

From the book American Evita by Christopher Anderson, p. 90. – Hillary to her 

State Trooper bodyguards after one of them greeted her with "Good morning." 

- "Son of a bitch."  From the book American Evita by Christopher Anderson, p. 

259. – Hillary's opinion of President George W. Bush when she found out he 

secretly visited Iraq just days before her highly publicized trip to Iraq.  

- "You f**king idiot."  From the book Crossfire, p. 84. – Hillary to a State Trooper 

who was driving her to an event. 

- "If you want to remain on this detail, get your f**king ass over here and grab 

those bags!"  From the book The First Partner, p. 259. – Hillary to a Secret 

Service Agent who was reluctant to carry her luggage because he wanted to 

keep his hands free in case of an incident. 

- "Get f**ked!  Get the f**k out of my way!!!  Get out of my face!!!"  From the 

book Hillary's Scheme, p. 89. – Hillary's various comments to her Secret 

Service detail agents.  

- "Stay the f**k back, stay the f**k away from me!  Don't come within ten yards 

of me, or else!  Just f**king do as I say, Okay!!!?"  From the book Unlimited 

Access, by Clinton FBI Agent in Charge, Gary Aldrige, p. 139. – Hillary 

screaming at her Secret Service detail.  

- "Where's the miserable c*ck sucker?"  From the book The Truth About Hillary 

by Edward Klein, p. 5. – Hillary shouting at a Secret Service officer.  

Of course, the foulest words are what she said concerning the Benghazi killings of 

Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens, Information Officer Sean Smith, and two 

embassy security personnel, Glen Doherty and Tyrone Woods, both former Navy 

SEALS:  "What difference does it make?" 

For more revealing Hillallahry Clinton niceties, consult: 
� http://aman.members.sonic.net/clintons.html. 

� http://www.adjunct.diodon349.com/Attack_on_USA/foul_mouthed_hillary_clint

on.htm. 

� http://www.strangecosmos.com/content/item/123368.html. 

� http://www.strangemilitary.com/content/item/123368.html. 

Foul language is an everyday companion of leftists. 

Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
October 24, 2012. 

*** 
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Source:  http://s3-ec.buzzfed.com/static/enhanced/webdr03/2013/8/16/10/enhanced-buzz-21142-1376661825-48.jpg. 

 
 
JT:  AdminGirl of iOwnTheWorld comments that they fit the left hand and therefore 
are perfect for Muslims.  By the way, Obama is left-handed.  He uses his back 
passage to think and needs Shittens every day! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTjw-EbcMLY  
 
JT:  Evidently, this is the reason Obama bowed to the Saudi King.  
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3UXiBdMm5I)  
 
 
JT:  I had a dream last night. Well, it was almost a nightmare, until the end of the 
dream.  Then it turned into a wonderful dream.  I dreamt that Michelle was in New 
Orleans during Mardi Gras and she wanted to go to a costume ball.  She went to a 
costume rental business and said that she wanted a costume that would make her 
look like a snowflake so that all America could see her pristine beauty.  The 
proprietor of the costume rental service, a very intelligent man resembling Jay Leno, 
said to her, "That's no problem.  But I have a better idea.  I can alter a few of the 
costume's seams and you can go to the ball as an avalanche." 

*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
August 20, 2013. 


